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1. INTRODUCTION 
We shall give a rather explicit characterization, in terms of the coefficients, 
of when the second-order differential expression 
TY = -(PY’)’ + qy 
can be factored into a product r = o+o of first-order expressions on a subinterval 
I of the real numbers (Theorem 2.1). 
The factorizability of 7 is very closely rclatcd to the positive definiteness of 
the linear operator To defined by T on the C,, m functions with compact support 
in the interior of I. Thus.we obtain, on intervals of the form [a, b), a simple, 
necessary, and sufficient condition for the closure T of To in a weighted Hilbert 
space to be bounded below with empty essential spectrum (Theorem 3.6). 
This characterization of the absence of the essential spectrum is grcquently 
quite easy to use directly. We shall illustrate its use with two examples, one with 
6 finite (Example 3.&), and one on [0, 03) with p = 1 and p having the surprising 
property that 
r 
n-f1 
q+ -02 
.’ n 
as 1z ---f ozj (Example 3.9). 
We shall also use the characterization to prove several results giving sufficient 
conditions for T to be bounded below with empty essential spectrum. One of 
these, Theorem 4.1, is in the spirit of, but much more general than, the sufficiency 
part of the second-order case of the well known result of Molchanov [6] (see 
also [3, p. 901) and its generalization by Brinck [lJ and Miiller-PfeifIer [7]. 
This is not in general a necessary condition, even for a somewhat restricted 
class of expressions, but with some additional requirements we obtain a necessary 
and sufficient condition within a certain class of expressions which contains the 
results of the authors mentioned above when the weight function is identically 
one (Theorem 4.8). 
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The relationship between these results and the most similar of the results 
mentioned above, that of Brinck, is given in Theorem 4.7. 
Finally, in Section 5, we use the characterization to give two versions of a 
generalization of the second-order case of a theorem of Tkachenko [3, p. 1181 
on one-term expressions. Th e results, which are valid for finite b as well as 
b = CD, give an estimate for how negative 4 may he in terms of the rate of growth 
of p. 
2. FACTORIZATION AND SERZIBOGNDEDNESS 
We begin with our characterization of factorizability. It is part (c) of the 
following theorem. In this theorem and throughout the paper we make the 
following standard assumptions about the coefficients p and 2: 
p is positive and absolutely continuous on c 
4 is real-valued and locally integrable on 1. 
In part (b) of the theorem we shall, for any first-order differential expression 
ay = ay’ - by, denote by cr+ the formal adjoint of o, that is, ~+y = -(ay)’ - by- 
THEOREM 2.1. Let I be any iwtevval in R. The followz’ng aye equivalent. 
(ZI) my = 0 has a positive solution on I. 
(b) There is a local13, absolutely continuous function f such that 7 == &CT. 
where ay = p1/2y’ - fy). 
(c) There are a locally integrable function 1* and a locally absolutely con- 
tinuous function S such that 
on I. 
q=r+S’ and I’ > syp 
Proof. It is well known that (a) and (b) are equivalent. See, for instance, 
Coppel [2, Proposition 2, p. 51. The equivalence of (a) and (c) on [a, co) i.s 
Proposition 3.4.8 of [S]. (See also Read [9, Theorem 6.11.) Iiovvever, for com- 
pleteness we sketch proofs that (b) implies (c) and that (c) implies (a). To see 
that (b) implies (c) it suffices to observe that Y = J s, S = $Wf gives (c) with 
Y = S2/p. Given (c) and any point d in 1, the function 
f(x) = exp J: S/p 
is a positive solution of the equation rt, y = 0, where boy = -( py’)’ + 
(S%/p + S’) y. Since q = r + s’ > p/p + S’, it follows from the Sturm 
comparison theorem that 7y = 0 also has a positive solution. Thus (a) is proved. 
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The condition (c) is frequently quite simple to verify and is a good source 
of examples for which 4 oscillates too wildly for other nonoscillation criteria. 
Consider, for instance, 
7-y = -y# + (x2 + x6 sin x6)y 
on [O, CD). It is easily verified that x6 sin z s has an antiderivative which is 
O(X) as x -+ CG so that we may take P(X) = 9 and s’(x) = ~6 sin 9. Other 
examples will be given in Section 3. 
We now wish to relate these properties to the semiboundedness of an operator 
constructed from T. 
Notation 2.2. We denote by 9s the set of all functions f with support in 
the interior of I such that f and pf' are absolutely continuous. 
Let w be a positive locally integrable function on I. Then Ta.is the operator 
with domain 5S0 such that 
T, f = w-%-f, f E go . 
We regard the domain and range of T,, as lying in the Hilbert space 
~5,~ - &a(f) with inner product 
THEOREM 2.3. If I is open, then the properties (a)-(c) are equa’walent to
(d) (T,, f, f) > 0 for all nonzero f i~ go . 
Proof. This is also known. However, a simple proof of this version does not 
seem to be easily available, so we outline a proof. It is clear that (b) implies 
(d) since 
(T,fvf) = J-l of I2 >o* 
To see that (d) implies (a) we first show that 7 is disconjugate on 1, that is, 
no solution of my = 0 has more than one zero on I. For suppose y(a) = y(6) = 0, 
a < b. Then for sufficiently small positive E there is a function f with 
(7 + 26) f = 0, f(a) = f (4 = 0, 
for some b < c in I. 
Then it is easy to see that there is a function g, supported on [a, c], which is 
equal to f except near a and c with the properties 
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and 
But then (T,g, g) < -(w-ig, g) < 0. Thus 7 is disconjugate on I. That there 
is now actually a positive solution of y = 0 is Theorem 1, p. 5, of Coppel [2]. 
3. THE ESSENTIAL SPECTRUM 
We now specialize to the case I = [a, b), --cx) < a < b < co. 
DEFIXITION 3.1. The closure, T, of T,, (that is, the operator whose graph 
in L,C2 x Llr;L is the closure of the graph of T,,) is the mirrimal operator associated 
with 7 and w on I. We denote the domain of T by 58. See, for instance, Naimark 
[8] for a systematic exposition. 
DEFINITION 3.2. The esse&zZ spectrum, IJ,(T), of T is the set of all complex 
numbers X for which the range of the operator T - XI is not a closed subspace 
of LiC2. 
R~ark 3.3. The essential spectrum of T is a closed subset of R and coincides 
with the essential spectrum of any finite-dimensional extension of T. In parti- 
cular it coincides with the essential spectrum of any extension of T, which is 
a selfadjoint operator. Thus every selfadjoint extension has a discrete spectrum 
if any only if the essential spectrum of T is empty. See, for instance, Theorem 4, 
p. 10 of Glazman [3]. 
To investigate the location of the essential spectrum we shall need to consider 
operators generated by T on subintervals [c, b) of [a, b)= 
Notation 3.4. We denote by T, the closure of the restriction of T, to func- 
tions with support in (c, b) and by Bc we denote the domain of T, . 
THEOREM 3.5. The operator T is bounded below arad has empty esseztial 
spectrum if and orzly if for each N there is c with 
for all f iz aC . 
(T,f,f) 2 Yfyf) 
Proof. When the weight function w is identically one this follows from 
Theorem 28, p. 34, of Glazman [3]. Since this in turn is an easy consequence of 
a result (Theorem 13) about abstract operators, the extension to general zu 
is immediate. 
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We can now characterize those T which are bounded below and have empty 
essential spectrum in terms of the decomposition of (c) of Theorem 2.1. 
THEOREM 3.6. The followir~g are equivalent. 
(a) T is bozmded below and u,(T) = a. 
(b) FOT each N there is c in (a, b) and a decom$osition 
q = I’M + Sk 
such that 
w-‘(r,,r - SN2/p) 3 N 
on (c, b). 
Proof. If (a) holds, then, by Theorem 3.5, for each N there is c with 
T, - N > 0. Then by Theorem 2.1 (c) for the expression 
vy = -(PY’>’ + (4 - NW)Y 
there is a decomposition q - Nzu = Y + Sk with T - S,s/p > 0. But this is 
equivalent to (b) for S, and r,,, = r + NW. This argument is reversible. 
In particular we have 
COROLLARY 3.7. If q = Y + s’ with 
w-yr - S2/p) 4 co 
as x ---f b, then T is bounded below and cr,( T) = a. 
This property is frequently easy to use directly to establish that the essential 
spectrum is empty. We illustrate this with two examples, one for b finite and 
a more complicated one for b = CO. 
EXAMPLE 3.8. Set w = 1 and sy = -y” + qy on [0, 1). Suppose that 
q(x) >, -(l/4)(1 - x)-” (3.1) 
for all x near 1. (In particular q has this property if it is continuous on [0, l] and 
hence bounded.) Set 
Then 
S(x) = -(l/2)(1 - X)-1[1 + (log(l - LX))-‘]. 
S’(x) = -(l/2)(1 - +a[1 + (log(l - X))” + (log(1 - x))-“1 
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so that 
Y(X) = q(x) - s’(x) > (l/4)(1 - X)-2 + (l/2)(1 - x)-“[(log(l - A$)-’ 
i (log(1 - x))-“1 
and 
Y(X) - sB(x) > (1/4)[(1 - X) log@ - a)]-” -+ co 
as x -+ 1. Thus T is bounded below and G,(T) = 1;1 by Corollary 3.7. 
Note ‘that if we replace x by 1 - x and set U(X) = X-1!4(x), then 
-y” - (l/4)(1 - x)-“’ b y ecomes boy = -(xu’)’ on (0, I], Essentially the same 
technique shows directly that the operator T defined by “ii in L,a(O, 1) with 
W(X) = x has the same properties. For if 
S(x) = --x[l + (log x)-l], 
and Y(X) = --s’(x) then 
X+(X) - P(x)!x) = x-1 + O(1) 
as x -+ 0. 
EXAMPLE 3.9. We construct a family of examples on [0, CQ) with p = 1 and 
w = 1 with the property that T is bounded below and D#( T) = JZ , although 
s 
n+1 
q-+---co 
n 
arbitrarily fast as n ---f a. These examples are inspired by an example of 
Ismagilov [4], although they cannot be treated by his methods without further 
restrictions. 
Let (111,) be any sequence such that 
nt, + co and n1n,2jna,+1 --t 0 
as 12 --+ a3. Note that given any sequence {cJ we may construct (m,J so that 
w, > c, for all n in addition to the other properties. 
It is cIear that m,lm, + 0 as n + 00. Thus ~z,/m,+i < 1 for ail n 3 M- 
Set P, = m,lnh+I for all such n and p, = 0 otherwise. Now define 4 on [n, n + 1) 
for all n > M by 
!I(4 = %zl(l -PA n<x<n+l-ppn, 
= -2ma,lpn , n+l-p~<r<n+l. 
We set 9 = 0 on [0, 17-1). 
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1 
n+1 
.12 4=--mn 
for all sufficiently large n. We show that nevertheless a decomposition as in 
Corollary 3.7 exists. 
Set r = m, on [n - pnel , n + 1 - p) for each n > M, and T = q on [O, M). 
Then s = q - Y satisfies s = 0 on [0, M) and on [n, n + 1 - p,) for each 
n > M, and s = -3m, on [n - p,-, , n). Thus 
S(x) = Ix s = -3 f mfipk-l = -3 ‘ni1 mk 
0 l!4+1 M 
on [~z, n + I - p,J and 
S(x) = S(n - 1) - 3mz,(x + p,-r - n) 
on b - zLl , 4. 
Thus on [fz -p,-, , n + 1 - pn) we have T constant and S”(x) < 9(n), 
so it suffices to consider r(n) - 9(n). Choose N so that ?ti,t/n~,+~ < l/20 
for n 3 N, and K so that S’(N) < Km,. Then 
In general, S”(N + k) < ckmN+r with 
Thus c, + S/l0 as k -+ co so 
r(n) - P(n) > nZ,/lO 
for all large n and the conclusion follows from Corollary 3.7. (Actually a(n) = 
o(nz,) here, but this is not needed.) 
4. RESULTS RELATED TO A THEOREM OF MOLCHANOV 
In this section we shall use the fundamental Corollary 3.7 to derive a criterion 
for T to be bounded below with empty essential spectrum which extends the 
criterion of Molchanov [6] and its generalizations by Brinck [l] and Miiller- 
Pfeiffer [7]. For a clarification of the relationship between our result and these 
see Theorem 4.7. 
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The method of proof is perhaps of as much interest as the result itself, since 
it illustrates one technique for verifying the existence of a suitable decomposition. 
We shah define T to be the mean value of 4 on carefully chosen subintervaIs of 
[a, b). Then s = y - Y has mean value 0 on each such subinterval, and it will 
not be difficult to estimate the size of an antiderivative of s. 
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose, that theFe are positizle functions g azd h. .with I jh 
locally bounded, and constants K, Kl , and K2 such that 
(i) for all x and y in [a, b) with x < y < x + g(x), 
gk> 44 G Kl PC Yl (4.1) 
(ii) for aEZ x undy in [a, b) with x < y < x -j- g(x)! 
(iii) for each 13 > 0 there is X(6) in [a, b) szcch that for each x > X(0) 
there is z, x G x ,< x + f3g(x) with 
[W-’ I*; q > 1. 
Then T is bounded below and u,(T) = a. 
From the proof will also follow 
COROLLARY 4.2. If in (i) there is for each E > 0 an X(C) so that (4.2) holds with 
K2 < 6 for x > X(E), then it sz,$ices that (iii) holdfor some 0 < [K,ll + K)2]-1. 
Remark 4.3. It is of course only necessary for the hypotheses of Theorem 4.1 
or Corollary 4.2 to hold in a neighborhood of the singular endpoint b. When b 
is finite, x’ f g(x) should be interpreted as min{b, x -t g(x)>, and similarly for 
x i Q(x). 
These results are of interest principally when l/p is sufficiently large for the 
operator defined by the one term expression -( py’)’ to have nonempty essential 
spectrum. Otherwise it is not necessary for 4 to grow large in any sense and 
Theorems 5.1 and 5.3 are more likely to be useful. 
Remark 4.4. Hypothesis (ii) may be regarded as a measurement of how bad 
the Iocal behavior of 4 is in terms of the functions g and h introduced in (i). 
Then (iii) is a prescription of how fast 4 must increase, on the average, in order 
to overcome this local behavior. 
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It is important to note that virtually any’ bad Iocal bahavior can be overcome. 
For instance, with p = ZL’ = 1 and y > 0 we may have 
on [I, CD) for any real p provided a > 0 and, if ,L? - y + 1 > 0, 
a 3 q/3 - y + I), c > (1 + z/y)‘. 
(The condition on c is needed only if a: = 2(p - y f l).). Here 
h(x) = max(,lcs--Y+l, I), g(x) = [h(x)]-1. 
Note that 01 can be much smaller than /3 provided y is large. 
Remark 4.5. For the expression in Example 3.9 we can define the functions 
g and h of Theorem 4.1 as follows. Choose a sequence ,un --j co so that pn2rnn2 = 
o(m,d Let &J b e any seque.nce with rn,~.~ 6, < 1. (PIITote S, = pnpn has 
this property.) Now on [n, n + 1 - p, - 6,) set A(X) = m,, Gn/pn and g(x) = S, . 
On bfl -Pa-h, n + 1) set Jr(x) = m, , g(x) = && + 4pJ. Then 
(ii) is satisfied with K = 2 and 
for ,z = x + cc;;‘g(X). 
Remark 4.6. It does not follow in general from (iii) of Theorem 4.1 that 
as x -+ b for all 0 near 0, although this does follow if g and h are well behaved. 
The special case p = w = g = h = 1, for instance, is essentially the suffi- 
ciency part of Brinck’s result in [I]. See also Theorem 4.7. 
On the other hand, in the situation of the previous remark, let k be an integer 
with 4k < /+, , set & = 2kp,/p.n , alter 9 on [n + 1 - p, - 6 , ?z + 1 - pn) 
so that q(x) = m,+/4kpp, there, and finally, alter g and h on In = [n $ 1 - 
p, - 6,, n + 1 - p, - 8,l.Z) so that g(x) = kpn and h(x) = m,[4 there. 
Then for x in I, , 
By choosing an infinite number of disjoint subsequences NT: of the positive 
integers so that 412 < ,un whenever n E Nk (recall pn + co) and modifying 6, , 
q, g, and h as above when n E Nk we can arrange that (4.3) fails for each 0 = k-1 
although the hypotheses of Theorem 4.1 are still satisfied. 
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Pnx~f of Tlzeorew 4.1. Let x,, be the value X(1) associated with 0 = ! 
by (iii). Then for each k let 
Np+1 = min [x > XI;: [h(z)]-lir 4 > 11. 
It follows immediately from (iii) that 
for each k. Define r = Q on [a, x,,) and 
r(x) = h(x#xk+l - .I$, XL < x < X&l . 
Then the function s = q - r satisfies s = 0 on [a, x,,) and 
S(x) = Is 
satisfies S(x,) = 0 for k = 0, 1, 2 ,.... 
For xk < s < x~+~ , 
[l?(‘Yk)]-” J-X (q - T) = [h(Xk)]” S(N) < [h(x,)]-1 fZ q 
J+ = ‘7.;: 
so that, using (ii) and the definition of the sequence {xk>, 
-(K + 1) < [Iz(x,)]-1 S(“L) ,( 1 (4.4) 
Now for any M, if k is large enough so that .x~; > ,Y(l/M), then 
or equivalently 
Thus for such xlc and x we have by (4.4) 
Since M can be made arbitrarily large and, by (4. l), z&(x) k(x,)/g(x,) is bounded 
below, the theorem now follows from Corollary 3.7. 
Corollary 4.2 also follovis from (4.5) since now w-*(x) k(xbf/g(xk) + Cc, 
as x (and hence xl:) approaches 0. 
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Next we give a simple result which clarifies the relationship between Corollary 
3.8 and Brinck’s result. 
THEOREM 4.7. The Lfollowing properties are equivalent for a function q on 
[a, a). 
asx+cojweach B>O. 
(ii) Q = r +- S’ wlzere Y(X) ---f GO as x -+ b and S is bounded. 
Proof. That (i) implies (ii) f 11 o ows from the proof of Theorem 4.1 with 
p = w T= g = h = 1. Suppose (ii) holds. It suffices to consider the interval 
[c, b) on which I >, 0. If x < y < x + 1, then 
Ll 
i, s QA 
> y S’ = S(y) - S(x) >, -2M 
3: 
where M is the bound for j S(x)]. Also 
where the infimum is over the interval [x, x + 81. Since Y + co, the right- 
hand side of this inequality approaches co as .1c --f co for any fixed B > 0 
and (i) is established. 
Thus the weaker sufficient condition which Theorem 4.1 gives in the case 
p = w = 1 is achieved precisely by considering situations where 1’ - B --f a3 
although S is not bounded. 
We conclude this section by investigating when (iii) is a necessary as well as 
sufficient condition in the presence of (i) and (ii). In general it is far from being 
necessary. For instance, on [0, m) let p == w = 1 and let 4 be any continuous 
function such that q(x) ---f cc as x --j co. Then T is clearly bounded below with 
empty essential spectrum. 
Let k be any increasing function which increases fast enough so that 
g(x),/[h(x - l)]” --f 0 
as x - co, and set g == l/h. Denote by m(x) a point in [x, 3~’ + g(x)] at which 4 
assumes its maximum in this interval. 
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Then for any x < z < x + g(x), 
[h(xj]-1 j-; q < q(m(x))&h(x)]2 
< q(m(x))/h(n@~) - 1)“. 
Thus (iii) is not satisfied although (i) and (ii) clearly are. 
If, however, we require that g and h also satisfy inequalities like (4.1) and (4.2) 
with the inequality reversed, then these difficulties cannot occur. For w = 1 
the following result improves that of Miller-Pfeiffer 671 by enlarging the class 
of functions for which (iii) is both necessary and sufficient. For p = w = 1 
it is essentially Brinck’s result [I]. 
THEOREM 4.8. Suppose that the functions g am2 h qf Theorem 4.1 satisfy 
(4-l), (4=% 
R(“) h(x) > K3 p( y) (4-6) 
and 
‘dw4w1 a m4 3’F (4.7) 
for x < y < x + g(x). Suppose also that (ii) of Theorem 4.1 holds and that pw 
is bounded away from 0, and that x + g(x) < b for each x : b. 
The-n (iii) of Theorem 4.1 is a necessary and suflcient condition for T to be 
boulzded below with empty essential spectrum. 
Proof. Only the necessity needs to be proved. By Theorem 3.5 it suffices 
to show that if (iii) fails then there is a sequence {ulc) in 9, with supports which 
approach b such that for all k, (Us , Us) > 1 and (T,u, , u,J < M. 
Fis any f in C,,z(O, 1) with 
s 
If” = 1. 
0 
If (iii) fails, then there is 0 > 0 for which no X(0) exists. Let (z+) be any sequence 
which approaches b such that the property in (iii) fails for each xlc . For each R, 
define 
uk(x) = [Oh(x,)]-l/z f (d&(x - x3) 
where d, = [6g(XR)]-I. 
Using (4.7) and the fact that f (d,(x - ‘vk)) is supported on [.xZ: , ?c~ + Bg(x,j] 
we have that 
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Now we show that 
is bounded. We consider the two terms in the integral separately and write 
fWl = max 1 f(x)[, M2 = max 1 f’(X)]. 
By (4.6) we have 
By the choice of x,: we have that 
for all xk < x < .Q + 0&J. From this and (ii) it follows that 
is bounded on [.rle , zck + 6g(x,)] by K + 1. Thus, using the fact that f(0) = 
f(l) = 0, 
From (4.2) and (4.6) it follows that 
[h(x/J] B > K,Qp(x,J z&J. 
Thus, since pw is bounded away from 0, (2 ‘,, u Ic , uE) is bounded above and the 
proof is complete. 
5. SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS WHEN p Is LARGE 
We give now two versions of a result valid for expressions with p sufficiently 
large for the one-term expression -( py’)’ to define an operator with empty 
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essential spectrum. Theorem 5.1 includes the second-order case of a theorem 
of Tkachenko [3, p. 1181 on one-term expressions on the interval [a, co). The 
technique of proof is similar in part to that of Theorem 4.1 and in part 
to that of Example 3.8. 
THEOREM 5.1. Szdppose that l/p is in Ll(a, b). Let f be a positive differentiable 
function such that 
(9 f(x) Ji l/P - 0 
as x ---f b, and 
(ii) [w(x)]-’ f ‘(x) f(X, 7) ---f oo 
as x ---f b for some y > -1 where 
If there is an increasing sequence (xJ zahich approaches b such that for each 
k the functimz qv(x) = q(x) + f (x, y) satisfies 
(iii) J!$’ qY > 0 
atid 
(iv) JE q,, 3 -f (x)Tf (x, ~11~‘~ 
whenever xir < x < y < x~+~ , then T is bounded below and G,(T) = JZ . 
Remark 5.2. If qr >, 0 in a neighborhood of b for some y, then (iii) and (iv) 
are satisfied for any {a+J. If p(x) = XB, 01 > 2, and b = co, then by choosing 
f(s) = xE and y near -1 we can obtain qY(x) = q(x) + exe for any /3 < 01- 2. 
However, Theorem 5.3 will give a slightly sharper result for this example. 
If b is finite and p is regular at b, choosing f(x) = (b - x)’ and y near -1 
leads to q,,(x) = q(x) + c(b - x)e f or any p > -2. This is not quite as good 
as Example 3.9, but again Theorem 5.3 gives a sharper result. 
Proof. We assert first that by adding more points to the sequence X~ if 
necessary we may assume that 
for all xg < y < xk+1 . To see this, fix k and for xg < x < y < ++r set 
If F,(x,,y)<l for x~<~<x~+~, then (5.1) is already valid for this k. 
5Q5135/3-9 
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Otherwise let .$” = xk and for each i with xc’ < xkfl , let 
Since f(x, y) is bounded away from 0 on [xk , xk+r], we must have xj$ = %+-~ 
for some j = j(k). It follows from (iv) that (5.1) is now valid if we replace the 
lower limit of the integral by 3~:) and consider a$’ ,< y < x2+‘). Thus if we 
replace the sequence (xJ by the {A$‘>, i = 1,2,...,j(k); k = 1, Z,..., and continue 
to denote the new sequence by {xk>, then (iii) and (5.1) are valid for all k. 
Now define rr on [xk , xk+r ) by rI(x) = g,,(x) if p,, > 0 on [xk , x,,); otherwise 
Set sr = qy - r, . Then 
has &(x,) = 0 for all k, and for x, < x < ++I , 
By (ii), .f is an eventually increasing function. Hence so is f(x)[f(x, y)]l’” 
Thus we have for all sufficiently large x that 
Now choose 8 with --I < 6 < y and define 
Then 
M(x) = -[f(x)]“+’ (J” 1/q. 
z 
M’(x) = -(S + l>f’(x>f(.% 8) + W(4l”f(% 6 - 1)/P(X). 
Set 
Then 
Y(X) = Tl(X) - M’(x) - f’(X)f(% Y), 
s(x) = sl(x) + M’(x). 
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Also, S(x) - S,(x) + M(x) satisfies 
sy.Y);p(x) < [2L!y(x) 4 2wyx)]/p(x) 
< @[f(q”f(x, y - 1) + 2v-(4]“j(~, W):‘P(4 
< [f(x)]“‘” [f” l/$-l {8f(x, y - 6) f 2$(.x, ~3 + I));&) 
.1: 
for all sufficiently large x. 
Thus for such s, 
~zu(x~l-y(~(,y) - sy~j.ip(~j] 2 p(~>p(~y \Y~(x) + [f(xjpl (J‘:” Ilp)d-l 
x [--6 -- Qf(x, y - 6) - 2f(s,6 -+ l)]/ 
+- [w(x)]-lf’(x)f(x, S)[(S -t 1) -f(X, y - S)]. 
By (i),f(x, a> -+ 0 as x - b whenever 01 > 0. Thus the first term on the right- 
hand side of the inequality is nonnegative. Using (ii) also, the second term 
approaches 3~) as .V -+ b. Thus the result now follows from Corollary 3.7. 
Finally, we establish a variant of Theorem 5.1 which gives sharper results 
when p is well behaved. 
THEOREM 5.3. Suppose fknt 
as x + 6. .lf there is an incseasitzg sequence {xk) diiclz appvoaclzes b axd a comtan.t 
c < 114 such that for each k the functiorz 
q&) == q(x) f c [p(x) (1” i/p)z]-l 
‘,C 
satisjes 
and a positive increasi?zg function h such that 
h(x) I'" I:p- 0 
zchefzeaer x,: < x < y < xktl , then T is bounded below and o,(T) = 0. 
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From the proof we will also have 
COROLLARY 5.4. If zu(x)p(x)(Jz (l/p) logs: llp)B-+ 0 as x-+ b and 
q(x) > -(l/4) [p(x) (I 1ti)2]-1 
for all s iz a neighborhood of 6; then T is bounded below and a,(T) = o . 
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 5.1 we may assume, possibly after adding 
more points to the sequence lx,>, that 
when xL < 3’ < x~+~ . 
Again define TV on [xk , xB+J by TV = q&x) if p&c) if q1(3c) > 0 on [xlC , X& 
and otherwise 
If S, = Q - yl. and 
then again S1(xk) = 0 and, for x, < x < xkel , 
I S,(x)l < 2f4x.d < 2k(x). 
Now define 
and set 
r(x) = rl(x) - M’(x) - c [p(x) (.e ljp)“l-: 
s(x) = sl(x) + M’(x). 
Then r + s = 4 and for 0 < E < 1 - 4c, 
~(.4/P(~) = rw4 + ~~(x)12/PM 
< [(1 + 6) M2(X) + (1 + l/E) S*2(~)]/p(~) 
e [(l + ~)/4 + 40 + UC) (JW 1” UP)~]/P(~) (.c UP)~. 
-5 
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Thus 
for any d < I,/2 - c - (1 + ~)/4, and the result follows from Corollary 3.7. 
To prove Corollary 5.4 we take 
s(x) = M’(x). 
Then 
[w(x)]-“[r(x) - P(x)/p(x)] 2 [w(x)]-1 [p(x) (Jr; l/p log 1” l!pjZ]--l 
-32 
and the result again follows from Corollary 3.7. 
Xote that if 12 = XI, w(x) = 1, p(x) = .P, c1 > 2 then Corollary 5.4 holds 
provided 
The constant here is the best possible, since 
-(xy’)’ - c‘ey 
is oscillatory for c > (IX - 1)2/4. 
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